ABSTRACT L379 IRS1, the brightest of three deeply embedded lRAS sources in L379, has been resolved into two submillimetre sources associated with newly discovered outflow material. 12CO J = 2--+ 1 maps of the region near IRS1 show complicated wing emission which is interpreted as two molecular outflows centred north and south of IRSl. CISO J = 2--+ 1 integrated emission has a simpler structure, but positionvelocity diagrams reveal two distinct components of emission representing clouds separated by ~0.3 pc in declination and ~2.0 km S-1 in velocity. Continuum maps at 450,800 and 1100 11m all delineate two clumps located 0.2 pc north and 0.14 pc south of IRS1, connected by an arc of emission west of IRSl. These dust clumps are positioned at or close to the projected centre of each molecular outflow and close to the two CIBO components. They are massive and cold: ~ 1000 and 680 Mo at 22 and 24 K for the northern and southern components respectively. L379 IRS1 is probably a site of high-mass star formation. However, it is not possible to distinguish whether there are either high-mass protostars or ZAMS BO-5 stars present inside the clumps at this stage.
INTRODUCTION
Lynds 379 is a sharp-edged dark molecular cloud with an average visual extinction A v > 1.3, which lies at a distance of 2 kpc (Hilton & Lahulla 1993) . There are 17 lRAS sources in and near the cloud edge, but only three have spectral energy distributions (SEDs) that rise steeply at longer lRAS wavelengths, indicating that they are deeply embedded objects. The brightest of these is IRS1 (IRAS 18265 -1517) located at RA 18h26m32~9 (±25 arcsec) and Dec. -15°17'51" (±6 arcsec) (1950 coordinates).
L379 IRS1 was first mapped at UKIRT in the 12CO J = 2 -d transition with 80-arcsec angular resolution (Hilton et al. 1986 ). Hilton et al. discovered a new, poorly collimated bipolar outflow covering an area of about 5 x 7 arcmin 2 , where IRS1 was spatially coincident with the maximum emission from the red shifted lobe. Hilton et al. (1986) also observed a north-west-south-east co velocity gradient of 10 km s -lover an angular distance of 10 arcmin.
Single-dish observations of the ammonia inversion transitions NH3(1, 1) and (2, 2) were made in 1986 August with the 100-m Effelsberg telescope at 40-arcsec resolution, revealing a structure barely resolved in the north-south direction with a velocity shift of 0.6 km S-1 across a 40-arcsec slice in declination (Bishop 1989 ).
© 1996 RAS Wilking et al. (1990) made a higher resolution (28 arcsec) map of IRS1 in the 12CO J = 2-> 1 transition with the 12-m Kitt Peak telescope. They found an area of coincident redand blueshifted gas, centred upon IRS1 and about 2 x 3 arcmin 2 in extent. There was no trace of the larger scale outflow (Hilton et al. 1986 ) although the existence of the north-west-south-east velocity gradient was confirmed.
Lynds 379 IRS1 has been mapped in the J = 2-> 1 transition of l2CO, l3CO and CISO and at 450-,800-and 1100-l1m continuum wavebands using the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. These observations described here aim to clarify the structure of the neutral gas around IRS1, and to determine whether there really is a molecular outflow associated with L379 IRS1.
OBSERVATIONS
All the carbon monoxide and continuum observations were recorded on 1994 April 7, 8 and 15, using the SIS receiver A2 with the Digital Autocorrelation Spectrometer (DAS) for the spectral mapping and the UKT14 bolometer system for the continuum mapping.
TheJ=2-d 12CO (230.5 GHz) emission was mapped to the full extent of the blue-and redshifted material (280 x 360 arcsec 2 ) at 40-arcsec grid spacing; then the central area (100 x 100 arcsec 2 ) was examined in more detail at 20-arcsec spacing. 1=2->1 CIBO (219.5 GHz) was mapped over a 160 x 160 arcsec 2 region and 1=2->1 13CO (220.4 GHz) emission was observed across a smaller area (100 x 100 arcsec 2 ), both at 20-arcsec grid spacing. System temperatures were typically 300 K for RxA2 throughout the observing and the DAS was set to a bandwidth of 125 MHz with a spectral resolution of 189 kHz. Position switching was employed with an off-source reference position ( -600, 0) arcsec relative to IRSl. Emission at the reference position was observed while mapping C I8 0, therefore frequencyswitched spectra were taken on the reference position and the resulting emission added back into the CIBO map. Pointing and focus were measured regularly from G34.3 + 0.15.
Pointing was good to within 3 arcsec. Antenna temperatures are reported on the T~ scale, where it has been assumed that 1Jfss =0.7. All subsequent reduction was carried out using SPECX on the Kent Starlink node.
Continuum mapping was completed for 450-, 800-and 1100-flm emission on 1994 April 7. The maps were made in the 'on-the-fly' mode, covering a region 60 x 60 arcsec 2 in each waveband. Pointing was accurate to within 2 arcsec during these observations. Calibration was performed using the planet Uranus and the secondary calibrator G34.3 + 0.15. The atmospheric opacity, T, was obtained from extinction plots of the secondary calibrator, sampled at least once every hour throughout the observations. Continuous measurement of atmospheric opacity at 225 GHz from the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO) allowed the calculation of opacity for all three wavebands using standard ratios (Stevens & Robson 1994) . These proved to be consistent.
Both calibrators were used to measure detector sensitivity at each waveband, and the resulting conversion factors cross-checked with those provided in UKT14 archives.
Fluxes for G34.3 + 0.15 were obtained from Sandell (1994) and fluxes for Uranus were retrieved using the program FLUXES Orton et al. 1986; Griffin & Orton 1993 ) available at the JCMT. The map data were combined and processed using the Starlink JCMTDR package. The total calibration uncertainty is estimated at 24 per cent for the 450-flm map, 34 per cent at 800 flm and 10 per cent at 1100 flm.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Carbon monoxide
12CO in the outflow
The total integrated 12CO emission (Fig. 1) is elongated north-south and extends about 90 by 150 arcsec 2 • IRSI is positioned at the maximum of the integrated 12CO but the peak source temperature, T~ ~ 34 K, is observed slightly offset from IRSI at ( -4,10) arcsec, albeit within the error quoted for the 1RAS position (Section 1). The integrated blue-and red shifted 12CO emission (Fig. 2a) shows beyond doubt that there is a molecular outflow associated with the IRSI region. Examples of spectra, selected from positions within the outflowing gas [(0, 0) arcsec] and outside it [(80, -80 ) arcsec], are displayed in Fig. 2(b) . The emission is integrated below 10 km s -I for the blueshifted component and above 25 km s -I for the redshifted component, to avoid emission from the ambient cloud at low speed.
The red-and blue-wing emissions overlap for the most part, but the positions of maximum emission are not coincident. In Fig. 2(a) there are emission peaks to the north of IRSI at both red-and blueshifted velocities. These northern peaks have a projected separation of about 26 arcsec (0.25 pc), although the full widths at half-maximum (FWHM) of the peaks overlap. There is evidence of a weak redshifted peak offset about 40 arcsec south of IRSl, while there is a corresponding tongue of blue shifted material to the south of IRS1. The tongue may comprise two separate peaks at offsets approximately 15 and 50 arcsec south.
It may be that there is one molecular outflow present in this region if it is orientated in the plane of the sky, encompassing all of the 12CO wing emission. This is supported by the observation of coincident blue-and redshifted gas to the north and the south of IRS 1. It is also possible that there are two molecular outflow sources positioned north and south of IRSl, where the wing emission maxima north and south of IRSI represent two separate outflow systems. In this second case the position of the northern outflow source is inferred from the relative position of the northern peaks and must be about 20 arcsec (0.2 pc) north of IRS1. Similarly, the southern outflow source may be about 30 arcsec (0.43 pc) south of IRS1. Given that the error on the IRSI position is ± 6 arcsec in declination, it is not likely that IRS 1 is the source of either the northern or the southern outflow.
The outflow parameters are estimated using the whole of the observed blue-and redshifted material for simplicity. The projected size of the wing emission is roughly 1.5 x 0.75 pc 2 for the blue lobes and 1.4 x 1.0 pc 2 for the red lobes. The masses (0.36 and 0.31 M o ), momenta (5.0 and 3.7 Mo km S-I) and kinetic energies (1.6 x 10 38 and 1.0 x 10 38 J) have been calculated from the zeroth, first and second moments of the blue-and redshifted outflow emission respectively. An average velocity for the propagation of the outflow lobes has been obtained by dividing the momentum by the mass, giving 14 km S-I for the blue wing and 12 km S-I for the red. A dynamical time could be calculated from this upon the assumption that the major axis of a projected outflow lobe represents how far the molecular material has travelled from the point of origin. Since the geometry of this outflow region is so complicated, it is not clear how useful such a calculation would be.
C 8 0 emission
The C I8 01=2->1 map (Fig. 3) shows a maximum T~~9 K at ( -20, 20) arcsec and a maximum integrated intensity at ( -10, 0) arcsec, locating the peak emission ~ 0.1 pc west of IRS 1.
The 12CO emission is highly optically thick (Figs 1 and 2) with brightness temperatures (Tn varying between 15 and 34 K within the central 100 x 100 arcsec 2 region. The excitation temperatures calculated from these spectra are in the range 20-40 K. Total column densities for C I8 0 were calculated assuming excitation temperatures Tex derived from 12CO observations made at identical positional offsets. Based upon these Tex values and the observed CISO line brightnesses, the optical depth (T) was calculated for each CISO spectrum and is found to vary from 0.1 to 0.4. The optical depth of individual CISO spectra was used to correct the corresponding total column densities by applying the factor T/(l -e -'). The peak column density calculated for CBO is 3.7 X 10 16 cm-2 at (0, 0) arcsec, assuming that Tex ~ 40 K and correcting for T ~ 0.269. The average of the column densities calculated for the whole of the C 8 0 emission is 1.2 x 10 16 cm-2 • Therefore the molecular hydrogen column density N Hz is typically 6 x 10 22 cm-2 across the CIBO map, within a range of 1.0 x 10 22 -2 X 10 23 cm-2 , if a standard abundanceXcl8Q =2 x 10-7 (with a factor of2 uncertainty) is assumed (Frerking, Langer & Wilson 1982) . The resulting mass for molecular hydrogen, M H2 , is about 1200 Mo, assuming a spherical geometry for CIBO of radius 80 arcsec (0.78 pc).
The virial theorem may be used to determine if this region is gravitationally bound. The criterion is that the potential energy (Q) must be greater than or equal to twice the kinetic energy (.'7) -e.g., for a constant-density sphere where M is the mass, dv is the linewidth and r is the © 1996 RAS, MNRAS 282, 401-412 radius, For the whole of the CIBO emISSIon observed, Q = 2.3 X 10 40 J and 2.'7 = 1.2 x 10 40 J. Since Q and 2.'7 differ by a factor of s 2, these figures suggest that the CISO emission is bound, given the approximations employed in estimating both the mass and the linewidth of the emission across these regions.
If a sphere with a density profile n ocr' is adopted, then
(where ()( =1= -3) and so the potential energy is scaled by a factor dependent upon ()(. Ciolek & Mouschovias (1994) have modelled the formation and evolution of protostellar cores by ambipolar diffusion, finding that no single power law will describe the density profile of the model cloud.
Their typical core has a constant density in the centre and an outer envelope with a density distribution following a power law with IX = -1.5 to -LB.
On this basis, the range of virial masses for eRa has been calculated by rearranging the vi rial theorem, for a sphere of constant density and for a sphere where n ocr -1.8. The radius adopted is 0.7B pc and the mean FWHM linewidth of the elSa spectra is 3.1 kIn S-I. The virial masses are 1600 Mo for the constant-density model and 1100 Mo for the n ocr-1.S model. The derived mass (1200 Mo) falls close to the latter, but the uncertainty in the standard abundance precludes discrimination between the two possibilities.
The dust emission considered in the next section arises from a region roughly ± 20 arcsec in right ascension and ± 40 arcsec in declination. The mass derived from the eRa emission confined within this region is ~ 300 Mo' This will be compared with the dust-derived mass in Section 3.2.
The elSa grid (Fig. 3) shows line splitting to the east of IRS1. There are clearly two velocity components, at IB.7 and 16.B km s-t, with evidence of line splitting in all spectra at + 20 and + 40 arcsec in right ascension. The two components merge to produce wide, flat-topped spectra at 0 and -20 arcsec, then the 1B.7 km S-I component becomes dominant further to the west. This is evidence of two separate gas clouds along the line of sight. An apparent velocity gradient of about 13 km s -I pc 1 south -+ north is observed in channel maps of the elSa emission (Fig. 4) . A similar velocity gradient is observed in 12eo and 13eo channel maps at ~ 12 and ~ 11 kIn S-I pc l respectively, suggesting that all the molecular emission shows evidence of these two velocity components.
Position-velocity maps of the elSa emission (Fig. 5) reveal the two components of emission at IB.7 and 16.B km S-l identified in the grid. These components are also separated by 5-10 arcsec in right ascension and up to 30 arcsec in declination, with positional offsets of ( -15, 20) arcsec and (-10, -10) arcsec respectively. Therefore the observed velocity structure appears to be the result of two distinct clumps of emission with a velocity separation of ~ 2 kIn s-t, despite the uniform spherical appearance of the integrated e l8 0 map (Fig. 3 ).
Dust continuum
The three maps of continuum emission (Fig. 6 ) all delineate the same double-peaked structure. One peak is located north-west of IRSI and a second peak is found south-west of IRSI (Table 1 ). The central bar of the emission lies 10 arcsec (0.1 pc) to the west of IRS 1, completing an arc of dust continuum situated slightly to the west of IRS1. The central bar is consistent both with the position of the peak of the e 8 0 map and with the eo velocity gradient described. It is noteworthy that the 12eo emission also peaks to the west of the lRAS position. The elsa velocity components identified in Fig. 5 do not coincide with the positions of peak continuum, but they appear to be associated because they peak upon the inner edge of the northern and southern continuum peaks. The total area covered by the continuum emission is about 2 x 10 3 arcsec 2 (0.2 pc 2 ) at all wavebands. The total flux densities calculated from this area are 20, 63 and 1275 Jy for the 1100-, BOO-and 450-J..lm emission respectively. The uncertainty of these fluxes is estimated at 24 per cent for the 450-J..lm map, 34 per cent at BOO J..lm and 10 per cent at 1100 J..lm. The northern components of each of the continuum maps are consistently slightly larger and brighter than their southern counterparts (Table 1) , although the peak emission in each.map is located at the southern peak. There is no evidence of temperature gradients in this source, owing to the similar appearance of the continuum emission maps and the constant ratio between the northern and southern peak fluxes at all three observed wavelengths.
Given the observed flux at millimetre and sub millimetre wavelengths, F" and the assumption that it arises from dust .....
Q., emission at a single temperature, an SED may be fitted to the data:
where Q represents the solid angle of the source (since it is larger than the beam), 'v is the optical depth for the source and Bv,T is the blackbody function derived from Planck's radiation law. 'v has been determined using the expression 'v='vo(vo/v)P, where [3 is the emissivity index and Ao is 250 11m. Although Hildebrand (1983) 
RA offset (arcsec)
[3 = 3.0. The difference in beamsizes at the three wavelengths accounts for the differences in ratio between the total and peak fluxes. Although [3 = 3.0 is the best fit to these data, the 450-l1m data have required the largest corrections for atmospheric extinction ('450 ~m at zenith -1.3), and the resulting map has the worst sensitivity of the three wavebands, with an rms noise of 3.5 Jy compared with 0.2 Jy at 800 and 1100 11m. However, there is reason to conclude that the 450-1lffi error (-24 per cent) is incorrect. Since the 450-l1m integrated flux is the only reason that [3 = 3.0 provides the best-fitting SED (Fig. 7) , [3 = 2.0 will be used to estimate the gas masses. Similarly, Ward-Thompson et al. (1994) found that the L63 dark core required [3 = 3.0 for the best formal fit to their data, although [3 was not well constrained.
The lRAS point source fluxes (marked by * in Fig. 7 ) are obtained from observations with a beam area greater than the total area of the continuum emission mapped here (Beichman et al. 1988 ). Hence it is assumed that the fitted distribution must lie below the lRAS fluxes, by which means the temperature is constrained to below 25 K for the northern clump and 27 K for the southern clump. However, these upper limits are further reduced if the lRAS fluxes are halved, attributing each half to one of the dust clumps (marked by • in Fig. 7) . The resulting best-fitting dust temperatures are 22 K for the northern clump and 24 K for 
..... the southern clump, irrespective of which value of f3 is adopted (Fig. 7) . These dust temperatures are consistent with the average excitation temperature Tex = 29 K derived from !2eo spectra coincident with the continuum emission. Given these estimates of the dust temperature and setting the emissivity index f3 to 2.0, gas masses may be obtained for these data as shown by Hildebrand (1983) . The absorption coefficient is determined from the expression K, = Ko( v/vo)fi, where Au is 250 11m and Ko=O.1 g-I cm 2 (Hildebrand 1983 ). The resulting masses are summarized in Table 2 and were obtained for the emission implied by the solid curves in Fig.  7 using the relation where D is the distance to the source. It can be seen from Table 2 that the southern clump mass is 70 per cent of that calculated for the northern clump. The mass calculated from the whole continuum emission is estimated using a dust temperature Tdu,t = 23 K, resulting in a gas mass of approximately 1800 Mo with an uncertainty of ± 60 Mo'
The uncertainties quoted in Table 2 are estimates of error in the SED fit, and are not representative of the uncertainty resulting from the assumptions inherent in its calculation, for example, in the value of the absorption coefficient chosen (Section 3.2). The elSo emission is more extended than the dust emission, but comparison can be made between the masses derived from these media. The total gas mass is more than a factor of 6 in excess of the equivalent mass derived from the elso arising from a similar area, MH2~300 Mo (Section 3.1). The standard abundance used in the derivation of the mass, X c18o =2 x 10-7 (Frerking et al. 1982) , has a factor of 2 uncertainty, but this in itself does not account for the difference.
One possible cause of this mass discrepancy is an underabundance of elSo owing to the partial freezing out of these molecules on to dust grains. This seems unlikely, since the condensation temperature of eo at densities between 10 3
and 10 7 cm-3 is 17-20 K (Nakagawa 1980) , although it could be that structure on scales smaller than the beam (23 arcsec) might be colder than observed here. It is also possible that the absorption coefficient of the dust in this source is enhanced with respect to that from Hildebrand (1983 The virial mass calculated from the elSo arising from the same region as the dust emission is ~ 540 Mo for a sphere of constant density and ~ 380 Mo for a sphere with a powerlaw density distribution having rx = -1.8 (see Section 3.1.2).
Since the elSo mass is in agreement with the virial mass derived when rx = -1.8, it seems possible that the dust mass is somewhat overestimated and there is some enhancement of the absorption coefficient as a result of the components and size of the dust grains in the environs of L379 IRS1. The bolometric luminosities (Table 2) are calculated from L bol =4rrJ)2F where F is the total flux. Since the bestfitting SED does not include all of the emission shortward of 100 11m, F is obtained from the sum of (i) the flux estimated by integrating under the SED curve over all wavelengths longward of 100 11m, and (ii) the flux implied by the four lRAS point source fluxes shortward of 100 11m. By this method, both clumps have estimated bolometric luminosi- Table 2 . Parameters calculated from the f3 = 2.0 curves fitted in Fig. 7, using Tdu" = 22 K for the northern dust component and 24 K for the southern component.
Northern clump
NH2 (cm-2) (1.28 ± 0.04) x 10 24 n H2 (cm-3 ) (1.45 ± 0.04) x 10 6
ties of approximately 8200 Lo. Using the standard mainsequence mass-luminosity relationship tabulated by Allen (1973) as a guide, it is seen that a BO-5 class star with a mass of approximately 15 Mo is implied for the centre of each dust clump. However, it is equally possible that the dust continuum shrouds a cluster of sources rather than a single object. The fact that longward of 100 flm the SED of each clump is well fitted by a single temperature suggests that these may be so-called 'Class 0' objects (Andre et al. 1993 ), a possibility further reinforced by the observation that Lsubmm/ L bol > 0.005 (Lsubmm is defined as the luminosity radiated longward of 350 flm) is satisfied for both clumps. However, these fits cannot accommodate the 60-and 25-flm data, and so a second temperature component must be invoked. Also, none of the Class 0 sources listed by Andre et al. has a bolometric luminosity in excess of 30 Lo, in stark contrast with the high luminosities estimated for L379 IRS1. In addition, this classification (an extension of that devised by Lada 1987) should be applied only to young stellar objects (YSOs) of low mass. It has been shown that these clumps could contain high-mass stars and thus cannot be classified in this manner, although it is clear that these sources are young because they are so deeply embedded. They could be high-mass equivalents of Class 0 sources, but equally there is a possibility that the submillimetre clumps contain zeroage main-sequence (ZAMS) stars if there is sufficient material along the line of sight to obscure such stars.
Hydrogen column densities can be calculated from the gas masses (Table 2 ) using the expression NH2 =MH2/ (Area x mH,) . The resulting hydrogen column densities (Table 2) are somewhat larger than the column density estimated from the whole of the C I8 0 emission: N H, ~ 6 X 10 22 cm -2, as might be expected, owing to the mass discrepancy. The density (nHJ is also tabulated, and has been calculated from the hydrogen column density assuming that the depth of the source is roughly equal to the FWHM size of the dust clumps. The hydrogen column densities may be used to estimate visual extinction (A v) using the expression NH2 =0. Visual extinction may be scaled to 12-flm extinction using an expression for the inverse wavelength dependence of interstellar extinction in the visible-to-infrared wavebands presented by Martin & Whittet (1990) . Values of visual extinction in the range 100 <A v :s;500 mag correspond to 12-flm extinctions of 6 <A12~m :s;31 mag. The apparent bolometric magnitude (mbol) may be obtained from the bolometric luminosities of the northern and southern dust clumps, using the magnitude equation and the distance modulus relationship, giving mbol ~ 1. 7 in both cases. The 12-flm magnitude will be fainter than the bolometric magnitude: i.e. m 12 ~m > 1.7 mag. This is modified by the extinction column, which places a lower limit of 8-33 mag upon the apparent magnitude observable towards these continuum sources at 12 flm. The 12-flm flux of IRS1 is an upper limit (F12 ~m:S; 1.5 Jy: Fig. 7) , and may in turn be translated into an apparent magnitude m I2 "m?: 3.2 (Beichman et al. 1988) . It is therefore clear that the lRAS survey did not have the sensitivity to detect an embedded BO-5 class star in either dust clump at 12 flm. Mid-infrared observations are vital to clarify the status of these objects.
DISCUSSION
Although the J = 2 ...... 1 C I8 0 and 1100-flm observations have similar resolution, the integrated emission in the two cases has a different distribution. It may be that these observations are associated with different components of the source, but there are two components observed in the molecular line emission in channel maps and position-velocity diagrams.
The power emitted from optically thin dust depends on the temperature as while the dust emission increases monotonically with temperature. As a consequence the ratio of dust continuum to line emission is temperature-dependent.
If the central region of L379 comprised two temperature components, the dust emission would trace the hotter material and the CIBO emission would be associated with the cooler material. For example, the ratio of dust continuum to line emission would increase by a factor of 5 if the temperature increased from 20 K, in the outer regions, to 50 K within the dust clumps. The clump dust emission is best fitted with Tdust = 22-24 K, but there is some evidence that there is a hotter component in that there are lRAS detections at 12-60 flm. It is possible that, if dust emission from a hotter optically thin dust component were mixed with dust emission from a cooler and relatively optically thicker component, the result could look like a single component at Tdust ~ 25 K.
The 12CO temperature, Ti,. ~ 34 K, is higher than the bestfitting dust temperature, suggesting that this emission is tracing some hotter, more centralized material in the L379 region. There is self-absorption observed in 12CO across this central region (see the example of a spectrum in Fig. 2b) with Ti,. typically 8.0 K at 19.9 km s-t, corresponding to an excitation temperature of about 12.5 K. This absorption may be due to cooler gas in the exterior of the L379 cloud, or from an unrelated foreground cloud. Evidence for the latter is given by Hilton & Lahulla (1993) , who state that absorbing material withAv~ 1.1 does exist along the line of sight to L379 at distances of ~ 0.2 pc. The absorption dips observed in 12CO (and i3CO) are thus consistent with a foreground cloud at roughly 10 K which may be dense enough to absorb 12CO but not CIBO emission. The selfabsorbed 12CO line profiles do not provide conclusive evidence for large-scale collapse.
Geometry of the source
Despite the different appearances of the integrated CIBO and dust emission, the CIBO emission displays two velocity components which reach a maximum at positions located within 10 arcsec of the continuum peaks. Since the velocity components are blended throughout the CIBO spectra (Fig.  3) , they might be co-located with the northern and southern peaks if it is possible to separate them in velocity. This configuration lends some support to the interpretation of the I2CO wing emission (Fig. 2) . Fig. 8 shows a schematic representation of the possible geometry of this region which will be discussed here.
The northern continuum peak at approximately (-4, + 20) arcsec (Table 1 ) and the northern 18.7 km s -I CIBO velocity component at (-14, + 20) arcsec appear to be much smaller than SO° ( fig. 3b, Cabrit 1989) , because the outflow lobes are totally separated in that case. The southern continuum peak [approximately (-7, -14) arcsec, see Table 1 ] is associated with the southern 16.8 km S-1 CIBO velocity component at (-10, -10) arcsec. It is probably associated with a second blue shifted 12CO peak south of IRSl, located at ( + 4, -IS) arcsec. There is also a second redshifted peak positioned at ( + 6, -40) arcsec, suggesting the presence of a second weaker outflow centred upon ( + S, -28) arcsec. The projected position of the driving source of this outflow is 14 arcsec south of the southern continuum peak, located at the southernmost edge of the continuum emission. However, it is quite likely the continuum source and the outflow material south of IRS1 are still associated. The second outflow is oriented in a south-east -> north-west direction (Figs 2 and 8) , and as a consequence the north-west portion of emission cannot be distinguished from the northern outflow. However, it is clear that the blue-and redshifted emissions south of IRSI are coincident. Taking the separation of the maxima and the overlap of the lobes into account, this configuration is best matched with fig. 3(d) of Cabrit (1989) . This shows an outflow at i = SO°, with a semi-opening angle greater than the inclination. There is extensive overlap of the lobes either side of the source because the amount of material projected in the plane of the sky is increased by the larger opening angle.
Since IRS 1 is situated to the east of the material between the two continuum peaks, it seems that it is no longer a specific candidate for the individual driving source of either outflow. It is quite probable that the lRAS source represents contributions from both dust clumps which are not separated owing to lack of resolution, as assumed for the SED fitting undertaken in Section 3.2. In order (1) to determine whether the cool dust clumps contain high-mass protostars or ZAMS stars and (2) to establish the role that IRS1 plays with respect to these surroundings, it will be necessary to observe this region at near-and mid-infrared wavelengths.
Comparison with models of protostellar evolution
The two CISO velocity components represent two distinct clouds of gas and the two dust clumps correlated with these components would seem to delineate the central densest regions of these clouds. It is probable that there is some relationship between the two gas clouds. They could be in orbit about each other or they might be undergoing some otber interaction. There are numerical and theoretical models of star-forming regions which explore these scenarios. Turner et al. (199S) presented numerical simulations of the shock compression occurring in supersonic collisions between massive subclouds within giant molecular clouds. They found that (high-mass) binary and multiple protostellar systems are formed by fragmentation of the region of dense gas resulting from collisions between two subclouds. In comparison, the dust and CISO components observed here could be tracing the dense region between colliding gas clouds. It is possible that our dust clumps represent the generation of a binary proto stellar system as a consequence of the interaction of turbulent subclouds in L379. Our clumps have comparable density but are somewhat larger than the embryonic condensations generated by Turner et al. They are certainly much too large to represent an evolved binary system, although the arc of continuum emission seen in Fig. 6 represents a bar of material between the fragments which may indicate mutual tidal interaction. The dust clumps in L379 have high luminosity and mass (Table  2) , so it is probable that they will form high-mass stars as discussed in Section 3.2.
Alternatively, multiple protostellar systems may be generated from single interstellar clouds in the simulations of Miyama, Hayashi & Narita (1984) . The isothermal collapse of a rotating cloud can produce a flattened disc which proceeds to fragment and form a multiple system without the need for cloud-cloud collisions. This model produces individual proto stars of similar mass comprising 2S-30 per cent of the cloud mass with well-defined, similar axes of rotation. In contrast, the binary components of Turner et al. show no tendency to have nearly equal masses, but they do have similar axes defined by the mode of fragmentation. The binary dust components observed in L379 IRSI are of similar size and mass (Table 2 ), but the axes of the two observed molecular outflows (as interpreted here) do not appear to be orientated in the same manner. The dust components also comprise considerably more than 2S-30 per cent of the cloud mass. This would suggest that the models of Turner et al. are in better agreement with our data than are those of Miyama et aI., but this is not enough to confirm whether the gas subclouds near L379 IRSl are in collision or merely in orbit.
Finally, it is possible that this region is not in collision at all, but that it is centrally condensed enough to have formed stars already. The proximity of IRS 1 to the sharp edge of the L379 cloud is another factor in the environment, and one which is not considered in most models of star formation, including the models discussed above.
CONCLUSION
The region in the environs of Lynds 379 IRSI has been mapped in the J = 2 -> 1 transition of 12CO, 13CO and e 8 0 at the highest resolution to date (22-23 arcsec) . It has been established from the 12CO data that there is molecular outflow material in this region, which has been interpreted as two outflows centred north and south of IRSl.
It has become clear that there are two components in both dust and molecular line emission in the region around IRSl. The CIBO emission observed over the area containing the outflowing gas has a uniform appearance with a derived mass of about 1200 Mo, but there are two distinct velocity components in evidence, separated by ~ 2 km s -I and 0.3 pc in declination. Observations in 1100-, 800-and 4S0-!Jm wavebands have revealed two distinct clumps of dust continuum emission positioned 0.2 pc north and 0.14 pc south of IRSl, linked by an arc of dust continuum emission located to the west of IRSl. The dust temperatures of the northern and southern dust clumps have been fitted at 22 and 24 K respectively, to within ± 2 K. The gas masses (M H2 ) are estimated at 1000 and 680 Mo respectively, while the total mass is about 1800 Mo. This lies within an order of magnitude of the mass derived from CISO arising from the same area (300 Mo), but it is possible either that the CISO is partially frozen out on to dust grains or that the absorption coefficient applied to derive the dust masses is an underestimate.
The bolometric luminosities of the dust clumps have been estimated at 8000 Lo each. This high luminosity implies that each of the two dust clumps could harbour at least one BO-5 class star with a mass of about 15 Mo' However, the detection of strong submillimetre emission provides evidence that there is a large amount of cold circumstellar material present, and this is an indication of youth. It is not possible to distinguish between the possibilities that there are ZAMS stars or high-mass proto stars in the centres of these dust clumps. The two dust clumps probably contain the driving sources of two molecular outflows which are orientated quite differently (Fig. 8) . They might be in a stable binary orbit or this might be a binary protostellar system forming in the dense gas resulting from a collision between sub clouds within L379. There is not enough evidence to determine which, if either, of these models represents the evolution of the gas clouds near L379 IRSl.
